ABSTRACT
Streamwise viscous instabilities referred to as Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) disturbances amplify and cause natural transition independent of wing sweep, and usually dominate for sweeps from 0° to 10° [4] . They increase with viscosity (reduced local Reynolds number), and are affected by instabilities at the wall more than by those from the far field. Within certain limits on freestream turbulence and 3-D surface roughness, they are more sensitive to freestream sound than to freestream turbulence [3] , and more sensitive to 2-D surface roughness than to 3-D surface roughness [3] . In a non-accelerating flow, steps and gaps on the wing surface can trip the boundary layer. The growth rate of these disturbances can be reduced by the introduction of weak favourable (accelerating flow) pressure gradients, weak wall suction, and wall cooling [3] .
For sweep angles greater than 30°, crossflow disturbances typically dominate, amplifying and causing transition, usually near the leading edge [4] . The combination of the flow external to the boundary layer encountering the sweep and the high local pressure gradients produces curved streamlines near the leading edge. Within the boundary layer, the flow speed is reduced due to the no-slip condition without a change in the pressure gradients. This results in a secondary flow component (crossflow) within the boundary layer normal to the direction of the streamline. Since the crossflow component of velocity must vanish at the wall and the edge of the boundary layer, an inflection point in the crossflow-velocity mean-flow profile appears as a dynamic near-body source of instability, manifested by co-rotating vortices with axes aligned within a few degrees of the local mean flow streamlines [3] . The amplified crossflow instabilities are both stationary and
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travelling [2] . Stationary crossflow waves tend to dominate transition in low freestream turbulence environments like flight, while travelling waves dominate in highly turbulent conditions [3] . They are not sensitive to 2-D roughness or freestream sound [2] . The near-body crossflow instabilities are more difficult to control with suction than TS instabilities. Cooling has minimal effect [5] .
For sweep angles between 10° and 30°, both TS and crossflow disturbances are present [4] . Using a favourable pressure gradient to stabilize the TS instabilities tends to destabilize the crossflow. The sweep angle at which the crossflow instability dominates depends to a large extent on the pressure gradients associated with the airfoils chosen.
Discrete Roughness Elements Background
Work by Saric and others over the last decade has demonstrated that the crossflow instabilities on appropriately designed swept wings can be passively controlled by the addition of very small cylindrical surface elements (up to 50 µm tall) spaced periodically in a single line parallel to the leading edge and just downstream of the attachment line [6] . These discrete roughness elements (DREs) disturb the nonlinear evolution of the primary stationary crossflow waves and distort the mean boundary layer flow [2] . When stationary crossflow is the dominant instability (often the case for swept wings in flight), boundary-layer linear stability analysis can be used to determine the necessary position and spacing between elements to extend the laminar flow run.
Importance of Propulsion Effects in High Endurance Vehicle Performance
Fuel burn per unit time must be minimized to maximize endurance (time of flight). The endurance for a turbofan aircraft is given by t e = ∫ ( But for turbofans, sfc is not constant with speed, so the speed for the best endurance must be balanced between propulsion efficiency and maximum lift to drag during each segment of flight. It is not necessarily minimum drag speed [7] . Hence a more accurate value for the endurance is obtained by adding partial results with local averages of sfc and L/D and initial and final weights for each flight segment. 
FULL-SCALE POINT DESIGN

Mission profile
The mission profile in Figure 1 is representative with advanced engines. All of the weight change is fuel burn. Note that the lift and Mach number do not change appreciably during the bulk of the mission. Propulsion requirements were a major driver in determining flight speed. 
Planform Selection
Assorted planforms were generated assuming a minimum allowable propulsion length, with various sweep angles, planform breaks, and antenna positions. Assuming an engine and common wing thickness to chord, wet weight estimates were generated using the CONceptual MAss Properties program CONMAP. Northrop Grumman used its sizing program, WISE (Weight Integration Sizing Evaluation) to explore mission profiles consistent with SensorCraft mission requirements. WISE contains lookup tables based on past aircraft, but allows substitutions of propulsion decks, weight, and aerodynamics to be made as they become available. Scale factors were introduced to WISE's weight model to match CONMAP values. WISE's default aerodynamics model is based on an equivalent trapezoid for a given planform area, aspect ratio, and sweep angle. Factors were introduced to account for estimated laminar flow. The engine size and weight of entire vehicle were scaled until mission targets were achieved.
A flying wing planform in Figure 2a was chosen after balancing the requirements of assorted disciplines, especially sensor performance and minimum weight. WISE's trapezoidal approximation of this planform does not account for the high loading at the inboard wing break. A Northrop Grumman Corporation (NGC) viscous version of the full-potential FLO22 wing design code [8] [9] was employed to refine the planform to Figure 2b . Lift to drag was improved and outboard wing weight reduced by maintaining span while increasing the outboard chord length, and reducing the aspect ratio. Other disciplines also benefited from this change. 
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Point Design Approach to Quickly Assess Laminar Flow Compatibility
The goal of the initial design was to demonstrate the viability of the flying wing approach, including laminar flow compatibility. Since SensorCraft is a concept vehicle with fairly benign changes in condition during the majority of flight, a midmission single point design was chosen as representative to verify that laminar flow was not incompatible with the flying wing. An alternate, production-oriented approach would have been to perform a multipoint design followed by tailoring to support laminar flow, but with the risk of committing greater resources before answering the basic laminar flow compatibility question. Specifically, could laminar flow be realized on the 30° swept wing subject to other constraints?
Flying Wing Constraints
The design priorities in gross terms were 1) compatible packaging, 2) flying qualities deemed essential for an unmanned vehicle, and 3) enhanced performance. Specific aerodynamic design constraints in descending importance included sensor and subsystem geometric constraints, sufficient lift for estimated weight at reasonable angle of attack (α), pitch balance and stability, minimal separation on control surfaces, some robustness with respect to Mach number, α, and sideslip, delayed tip stall, and minimum drag subject to other priorities.
The Need for Propulsion Terms
The quest for laminar flow required a higher level of analysis than typically associated with preliminary design. A first-cut flowing inlet and exhaust (consistent with the point design process) were included to capture representative effects on pitching moment and crossflow. Thus, no time was wasted pursuing laminar flow on an untrimmed vehicle.
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Computational Approach and Codes Employed
The general analysis sequence was 1) conduct Euler runs with flowing propulsion, 2) use resulting pressures at selected buttlines as input to a boundary layer code, 3) use those results as input to a stability code to predict boundary-layer laminar to turbulent transition locations, 4) specify transition in a Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes solver and integrate resulting forces and moments.
Euler and Navier-Stokes runs were conducted using NGC's Generalized Compressible Navier Stokes finite volume code GCNSfv on a SGI Origin. The structured, multi-block solver allows for simultaneous use of both overset (chimera) and face-matching (patched) block interfaces. The code can be run Euler, Thin-Layer or full Navier-Stokes on a block-by-block basis. Menter's k-ω Shear Stress Transport turbulence model was used for all viscous runs [10] .
Transition estimates were based on 1950's linear stability theory referred to as the (logarithmic) e N or "Nfactor" method [5] . First, pressures are used as input for boundary layer analysis. Output from that analysis is fed to the stability code, where sinusoidal disturbances of various frequencies are introduced. The growth rate of the disturbance along a path is integrated to yield "N". The method assumes there is a correlation between boundary layer transition and when the most unstable wave has grown by a factor of e N . Typically a value of 9 has been associated with transition in flight, but a more conservative value of 7 is preferred for DRE work.
When stationary crossflow is the dominant instability, boundary-layer linear stability analysis can be used to identify the most unstable (critical) crossflow wavelength and where it first becomes unstable. The analysis can also be used to identify shorter (subcritical) wavelength stationary crossflows that grow faster near the leading edge than the critical wave, but decay after about 40% chord without exceeding N-factor limits. The DREs are spaced to amplify the growth of the subcritical wave, which changes the basic state of the boundary layer so that the critical wave does not take hold and transition is delayed [2] . Predicted transition with DREs in place is then based on the stability of the TS waves. High Technology Corporation's Q3BL (Quasi-threedimensional boundary layer) / LST3D (Linear Stability Theory code for 3-D boundary layers) package was used to predict transition [11] .
Projected Benefit
The predicted transition pattern for continuous surfaces (i.e., no control surface breaks or access panels) is shown in Figure 3 . The upper surface portion of the span near the propulsion was assumed turbulent for simplicity. The extent of upper surface laminar flow is limited by pressure recovery required for pitch trim, and is dominated by streamwise instabilities. To estimate more realistic system performance benefits, the run of laminar flow was reduced in some areas of the wing to 75% chord as shown in Figure 4 . With no laminar flow assumed during climb or descent, the estimated endurance benefit from swept wing laminar flow is shown in Figure 5 , along with promised benefits from other technologies. This benefit was estimated by comparing fully turbulent results to those with the "performance transition" pattern. Such a comparison is admittedly simplistic, since no attempt was made to optimise a version of the aircraft without compromises for laminar flow. 
WIND TUNNEL TEST PREPARATION
Identify Unique Design Aspects to Demonstrate
A test was desired to demonstrate swept wing laminar flow experimentally; especially the effects associated with the Discrete Roughness Elements. Saric previously discovered DRE effectiveness on swept wings at near zero lift. The SensorCraft point design combined pressure gradient characteristics required by DREs with the other aforementioned design constraints. New elements included a moderate angle of attack, washout on the outboard wing, airfoil variation on the inboard wing, taper, and the cranked planform.
How to Save $1 Million on Testing
A low-speed wind tunnel test was formulated which preserved the full-scale point design Reynolds number and pressure distributions. Preserving these quantities while lowering Mach number from the design value significantly reduces testing costs by lowering energy consumption.
Wind Tunnel & Flow Quality Assessment
The NGC-operated 7-ft x 10-ft wind tunnel is a closed-circuit type originally constructed in 1956 for low speed testing of fighter type aircraft. It was refined in the early 1960s to support the X-21 swept wing laminar flow project. For the current test, its 7 flow-conditioning screens were cleaned and flow quality was assessed using a hot wire anemometer on a traverse rake. The streamwise perturbation velocity was below 0.1% for dynamic pressures below about 100 psf. An 85 psf ceiling was selected for air quality sufficient for laminar testing. The corresponding Reynolds number per unit length dictated the scale of the model to preserve the flight outboard chord Reynolds number of 7.13 million. The size of the scaled aircraft relative to the wind tunnel is shown in Figure 6 . Figure 7 shows a representative buttline pressure distribution and the impact of significantly reducing Mach number from the cruise value. The extent of favourable gradients and the fishtail pattern at the trailing edge result from local pitching moment constraints. At slower speed, the adverse leading edge pressure gradient is not conducive to laminar flow. So the low-speed wind tunnel approach requires: 1) identification of a preferred portion of the span for modelling; 2) modification of wing to produce the high-speed pressure distribution in the low speed wind tunnel; and 3) introduction of wall liners to simulate missing portions of the aircraft and minimize tunnel wall effects. One limitation of this approach is the unlikelihood that the model and liners will continue to mimic the design pressure distribution at different angles of attack. The primary issue regarding the choice of planform portion was whether to model the cranked region or the constant outboard airfoil with washout. The design point pressure variation along the span is significant but gradual in either case, as shown in Figure 8 . The level of effort to design an equivalent outboard airfoil and twist distribution was perceived to be less than to mimic the inboard airfoil variation. Introducing twist and operational lift and moment also appeared to be a more natural extension of Saric's previous tests.
Implications of the Low-Speed Wind Tunnel Approach
Mach number compensation is similar to an inverse of Prandtl-Glauert airfoil design principles, where the pressures and geometry of very subsonic airfoils are scaled to estimate transonic Mach number effects. However, those scaling relationships were not precise enough for this effort. First, an equivalent free-air design was generated using the inverse design mode of the MSES airfoil code [12] [13] and the FLO22 wing analysis code [8] [9] . Other inverse methods at hand were not used because of their limited ability to properly remodel the leading edge region. Figure 9 shows very close agreement between the target pressures from the wing and those from the equivalent low-speed design in free air at a slightly different angle of attack. 
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Design Sequence and Project Realities
The design sequence was similar to that outlined above for the wing design with some additional tasks: 1) model the empty wind tunnel in CFD, 2) introduce the wing section, 3) conduct Navier-Stokes runs of the combination with a slip-wall boundary condition on the wing surface, 4) compare resulting pressures at selected buttlines to their full-scale targets, 5) modify the equivalent wing and repeat steps 2 through 4 until the desired pressures at the centre buttline are predicted and those inboard and outboard are reasonably close, 6) use resulting pressures near model centre as input to a boundary layer code, 7) use those results as input to a stability code to verify acceptable boundary-layer laminar to turbulent transition location, 8) introduce wall liners to improve the pressure correlation at buttlines near the walls, 9) use resulting pressures at selected buttlines as input to a boundary layer code, 10) pass those results into a stability code to predict boundarylayer laminar to turbulent transition locations, 11) specify transition in a Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes solver and obtain final solution.
This design sequence was influenced by scheduling requirements of the project which were closely tied to its funding period. Since the wind tunnel model wing section was to be of aluminum (which had to be ordered) with small tolerances (which would take a long time to meet), it was identified as the long-lead item in the manufacturing process. The amount of twist in the wing was among the factors dictating the size (and cost) of the aluminum blocks.
Step 7 above was identified as a major milestone, after which the wing section outer mold line was frozen to maximize the amount of time available for model construction. It was assumed that the liner design would compensate for any lingering discrepancies from the target pressure distribution without adversely affecting those near the centre buttline.
Empty CFD Wind Tunnel Calibration
A Navier-Stokes CFD representation of the wind tunnel was generated to incorporate wall and blockage effects. A portion of the 6,504,795-point structured overset 7-block grid is shown in Figure 10 . Initially, it included only the test section based on recent hand measurements at several stations, approximations of the diffuser and the 12.17:1 contraction. The breathers at the edges of the two entrance doors were soon introduced for better static pressure correlation. Finally, a free-air plenum was introduced downstream to ameliorate convergence issues in the diffuser. 
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Just as a wind tunnel must be calibrated to establish which settings correspond to a particular set of conditions in the test section, the CFD boundary conditions were modified until the representative test section conditions were obtained (Mach=0.241059, static pressure=14.467 psi, static temperature=518.61 R, dynamic pressure=84.738 psf). Exhaust-type boundary conditions (specifying nozzle pressure and temperature ratios relative to sea level static conditions) were applied upstream, at the breathers, and on the upstream plenum face. An extrapolation condition was used downstream, and a far field condition was applied on the plenum sides aligned parallel to the flow. A turbulent boundary layer was assumed on the wind tunnel walls and the Girmaji Algebraic Reynolds Stress Model (ARSM) was employed to better capture turbulence effects in the corners of the channel [14] .
Introduction of Model into the CFD Wind Tunnel
A portion of the free-air design at the low Mach number that provided equivalent high altitude pressures was introduced into the CFD tunnel by oversetting a single "O"-type grid block. Sample flow results with the entire grid are shown in Figure 11 . Since the portion of interest is in the washed-out region of the planform, the angle of attack was expressed in terms of the vehicle wing reference plane relative to the tunnel axes. A slip-wall boundary condition was applied on the wing surface to mimic the Euler step usually employed in free-air analysis to feed the boundary layer codes. The full-scale target pressure coefficients were inviscid. The resulting pressures for the 4.5° angle of attack which worked so well in the FLO22 analysis produced a poor correlation everywhere as seen in Figure 12 . Increasing the angle of attack to 5.8° improved correlation at the centre section, but it was apparent that a larger washout was required for agreement near the walls. The approach pursued to remedy the situation was to modify the airfoil (using MSES), then maintain it along the span while varying twist and angle of attack. Because the pressures disagreed even near the leading edge, a cut and try approach was employed. The resulting equivalent airfoil is overlaid against the thinner full-scale airfoil in Figure 13 . The corresponding wing washout distributions are shown in Figure 14 . The angle of attack estimated for the model was 11.1° compared to 4.3° for the full-scale aircraft. So, while the free-air equivalent design required exaggeration of certain features to compensate for the Mach number reduction, replacing the inboard and outboard portions of the aircraft with tunnel walls required additional levels of exaggeration. The resulting pressure distributions with the slip-wall boundary condition are shown in Figure 15 . 
7-ft x10-ft
Initial Laminar Flow Assessment
The pressure coefficients from the model's centre buttline were input into the boundary layer analysis and stability analysis codes. The results suggested transition locations consistent with those on the corresponding buttline of the full-scale vehicle. Figure 16 shows how the lower surface was stable to Tollmien-Schlichting waves upstream of 90% chord, and was stable to crossflow with Discrete Roughness Elements spaced at 3 mm. Figure 17 shows how the upper surface was stable to T-S waves upstream of 45% chord, and naturally stable to crossflow (i.e., no DREs required). The wing outer mold line was frozen at this point, and model hardware design initiated. 
Wall Liner Development
The purpose of wall liners is to simulate the aerodynamic effects of the missing parts of the aircraft. The initial approach taken for the wall liner development was to generate streamlines for the free-air equivalent wing, and patch those together to form liner surfaces. Generating the streamlines required several passes to obtain the spanwise starting points corresponding to contours which could be captured in the tunnel over their nearfield lengths. The patching process was very time-consuming, so only the outboard liner was designed for this first try. The result was a very thick liner (Figure 18) , reminiscent of those used for the X-21 tests [15] . The blockage associated with this liner was tremendous, and much more modest liners were pursued using a cut-and-try approach, focusing on the resulting pressures on model buttlines near the walls. A speed bump was required to slow down the outboard flow so it could be modified by the outboard liner without introducing excessive lift. The final liner design is shown in Figure 19 , and the corresponding pressures with the slip-wall boundary condition on the wing surface appear in Figure 20 . The final CFD run required 56.45
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hours on 16 Hewlett Packard SPP-9000 processors for two levels of grid sequencing (4000 coarse mesh iterations, 7000 medium mesh iterations, and 10000 fine mesh iterations). Figure 21 shows that for the free-air full-scale aircraft, the effects of viscosity (Navier-Stokes v.s. Euler) are minimal upstream of the trailing edge. This common result was the basis for using the slip wall condition on the model design with viscous tunnel walls to capture the primary blockage effects. However, Figure 22 shows how that in the CFD wind tunnel for the wing with no liners, the effect of viscosity (with transition forced at 44% chord upper and 92% chord lower) extends further and results in a significant increase in lift.
Effect of Viscosity on Circulation
In an attempt to compensate, the angle of attack of the model was reduced from its slip-wall value of 11.1° to 10.4°. The resulting correlation between Navier-Stokes predictions for the target pressures and the installed model design with liners is not as good as it could have been if a viscous wall with some assumed transition had been employed instead of the slip-wall condition from the start (Figure 23) . (A subsequent analysis with an all laminar condition featured separation and uncharacteristic pressure contours, so that approach is not recommended.) The equivalent wing aft lower surface gradient is less favourable than the target, and it's upper surface gradient was more favourable but has a similar rooftop length.
At this point in the project, it was too late to change the wing, and the prospect of successfully modifying the liners to alter pressures all along the span was unlikely and inconsistent with budget and schedule constraints. Fortunately, the pressure gradients near the leading edge matched sufficiently, and the boundary layer stability analysis predicted similar laminar run percentages. The pre-test transition locations are summarized in Table  1 . 
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Model Mechanical Design
The model had 150 static pressure taps in chordwise rows at 3 span locations positioned to emphasize details near the leading edge and predicted natural and DRE-augmented transition locations. The centre buttline had 74 pressure taps (39 on the upper and 35 on the lower surface), and the inboard and outboard rows had 38 each (21 upper and 17 lower). Local incidence of the 3 tap buttlines ranged from about 5.18° inboard to 1.85° outboard. The tap orifices were 0.020", with 0.032" tube outer diameter, in brass sleeves of 0.100" outer diameter.
The wing was constructed from aluminum to facilitate manufacture and preservation of the desired shape to required tolerances. Schedule and other practical concerns encouraged piece-wise bolted construction of the model. The resulting design featured seams on both the upper and lower surfaces at 15.6 and 75.1 percent chord, with some variation due to the wing twist. Since achieving the desired shape was considered so critical to experimental success, a sample article with about a 6" span was fabricated early in the design process to exercise model assembly ideas and to acquaint the machinists with tolerances and finish requirements. A near-mirror finish and tolerances of +/-0.002" over the first 30 percent chord and +/-0.005" over the remainder was requested. Measurement of the resulting article (Figure 24 ) proved this request was achievable, and on the final model these tolerances were in fact met everywhere except one spot near the leading edge where it slipped to -0.004". An actuated probe was employed for the measurements, so in an absolute sense, perhaps all this proved was that the actuator used for cutting and for measuring was consistent. Between milling machine passes, the wing was left outside to help relieve manufacturing-induced stresses. The model was designed to mount vertically in the test section with the inboard portion of the wing secured to the turntable on the floor as shown in Figure 25 . Because of the wing sweep and the desire to secure the model at both ends, the design to accommodate limited rotational adjustments required careful consideration. The assembly plan was to set up the model at the design angle of attack to verify fit, rotate it to the desired angle of attack from CFD, secure the outboard wing at the ceiling, turn the wind on and compare pressures. If required, angle of attack changes would be performed between runs after loosening the outboard bolts. Figure 26 . The weight of the model was about 1200 pounds. From the CFD calculations, the anticipated lift, drag, and side force (opposing the weight) on the wing without wall liners were 1641, 23, and 185 pounds respectively. The lower support hardware was designed to take all of the calculated loads and moments based on stress analysis. To transfer the loads from the model to the tunnel structure, solid steel cross-members were welded and bolted to the turntable frame. These crossmembers bolted to spacer blocks which bolted to the inboard mounting plate. After the wing was lowered by crane into the test section, the tunnel ceiling plate was reinstalled and drilled to facilitate securing the outboard edge. The upper and lower mounting plates are shown in The outboard rotation centre was above the wing's upper surface, so the upper liner had to be cut to enclose the outboard support plate. A foam spacer and long bolts were used between this plate and the wing for a custom fit. The liners were fiberglass covered foam, secured by bolts and aluminum tape. Clay and tape were used to fill gaps between the wing and liners.
An exploded view of the model is shown in
WIND TUNNEL TEST
Overlapping Data Acquisition Methods
Data acquisition methods were selected for the test to enhance understanding of the boundary layer. Some redundancy between methods was intentional, so that test results and their interpretation would hinge on no single method.
The pressure taps were used to verify that the model and its orientation produced the anticipated pressures throughout the test. Both sublimation and infrared imaging were used for global visualization of boundarylayer transition. Oil film interferometry [16] [17] was used both to visualize transition and to directly measure skin friction. Stanton gages were used sparingly as an alternate method for measuring skin friction coefficients. A single-hole rotatable probe was traversed from the surface at several upper surface stations to measure boundary-layer velocity profiles [18] . Other methods (Preston tubes for skin friction from pressure differentials, hot film gages for the boundary layer state and disturbance frequency content at discrete locations from heat transfer) were in the original test matrix but not used.
Selected Results
This section gives an overview of results that will be presented in greater detail in Reference [16] .
Static pressure and temperature ratios near the upstream calibrated pitot in the actual wind tunnel were compared in CFD for the tunnel empty and with the model and liners in place. Since observed changes were
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in the 4 th decimal place, no corrections were applied to the test pressure data corrections for the model introduction.
After the liners were installed and the model sealed with aluminum tape, the most appropriate angle of attack for the fully installed model was at the original 10.4° suggested by the CFD. Only three of the 150 pressure taps failed. Averaged wind tunnel pressures are compared to the CFD predictions in Figure 28 . Correlation is very good, especially since the CFD assumed standard sea level ambient conditions rather the actual test values. Altering the angle of attack to improve correlation on one surface (upper or lower) would degrade it on the other, so this orientation (Figure 29) was fixed for the remainder of the test. Sublimation was examined first, using naphthalene in 200-proof ethyl alchohol to comply with clean air requirements. It soon became obvious that the seams in the model were not completely sealed, as blue cutting oil oozed out and was identified as the source for some of the turbulent wedges. Another wedge was attributed to surface discontinuities around one of the centre buttline leading edge pressure ports, and that area was cleaned up later in the test. Often the slow evaporation and application technique resulted in crystals of naphthalene sufficiently large to be the obvious trigger for other wedges. Natural laminar flow results for the upper and lower surfaces are shown in Figures 30 and 31 . Ignoring the wedges, transition appeared to occur at about 55% chord on the upper surface, and 65% chord near the center of the lower surface. The natural laminar runs were consistently longer (to about 90%) on the outboard lower surface.
Fewer problems were encountered with oil film interferometry. Six 5-inches-wide Mylar strips were placed on the model's lower surface, and reference lines were drawn with a marker along the span based on the pressure tap locations. The resulting reference system is shown in Figure 32 , where dashed lines highlight the 3 pressure tap rows. Prior to each run, vertical or slanted lines of silicon oil were applied at intervals sufficiently wide to avoid smearing into each other once the wind was turned on. The reflections of light from the air/oil interface and oil/Mylar interface have constructive and descructive interference patterns which are a function of shear stress and temperature time history. Fine stripes typically indicate low shear stress, while the largest stripes indicate high shear stress. Transition is indicated by a rapid change in the fringe spacing as illustrated in Figure 33 . A qualitative assessement of the laminar flow extent was thus apparent at the end of each run. Photographs were taken of the pattern from each oil line along with a ruler to document the stripe widths for post-test shear stress calculations which are thoroughly explained in Reference [16] . The rotatable probe was employed only along one buttline (61.7% aircraft semispan) at six different chordwise locations (45.9%, 51.2%, 59.8%, 66.4%, 72.8% and 77.6% chord) on the upper surface. The probe and its traverse normal to the surface were bolted to the model at one of these stations for a given run as shown in Figure 34 . Mean and crossflow velocity profiles were obtained assuming incompressible flow. The boundary layer could not be resolved at the two upstream stations, probably because it was still laminar and therefore thin. The thicker mean velocity profiles downstream suggested turbulent flow. Qualitatively, the appearance of a noticeable crossflow velocity profile aft of 67% chord is consistent with the pretest CFD simulated oil flow (which unfortunately includes some perspective) in Figure 35 . To perform the infrared imaging, much of the model lower surface and other bare metal in the tunnel was covered to minimize reflections. Some difficulties were encountered adhering large monokote sheets to the model for more than short periods of time. These sheets provided ample evidence that the aft model seam was not sealed everywhere. Eventually twelve 5-inch wide Mylar strips were applied streamwise, providing better adherence but introducing many corners that occasionally produced turbulent wedges. Infrared imaging allows visualization of transition from the difference in heat transfer rates through the laminar and turbulent boundary layers, so a temperature difference between the model and air (and a camera capable of capturing a sufficiently wide range of temperatures) is required. The combination of low airspeed and extemely limited air temperature control led to infrared images that were difficult to interpret, even after some simultaneous oil film application. A sample image is shown in Figure 36 .
Pre-test skin friction coefficients for fully laminar and fully turbulent flows at selected buttlines were calculated using a 2-D boundary layer code and the CFD pressure coefficients at the nominal conditions. These predictions are compared to the skin friction coefficients extracted from the oil film interferometry on the upper surface buttline where the rotatable probe was installed in Figure 37 . The degree of uncertainty is indicated by error bars, and the agreement is very good. The estimated transition from the sublimation and the points where the mean velocity profiles from the rotatable probe suggested laminar and turbulent flow are overlaid. All three methods support natural transition at 55% chord at approximately 63% of the SensorCraft semispan. The sublimation results suggest this extent of laminar flow applies over most of the model's upper surface.
A similar plot supporting natural transition at 90% chord on the outboard lower surface (Mylar sheet A, 73% semispan) is shown in Figure 38 . Shorter laminar runs are demostrated inboard in Figures 39 and 40 . At Mylar sheet C (69% semispan), the skin friction coefficients from multiple runs indicate transition in the 72% to 75% chord range, rather than 65% chord from the sublimation. Although there is a data gap in the range of interest along Mylar sheet D (65% semispan), the sublimation and oil film results indicate laminar flow to at least 65% chord. 
Comments on DREs
The Discrete Roughness Elements (DREs) were introduced only on the lower surface, where the boundary layer stability analysis suggested that crossflow could be the dominant transition mechanism. The DREs were generated as round perforations of specific diameter, height, and center-to-center spacing on sheets with adhesive backing. A line of DREs was rubbed on at a percent chord location near the first neutral point of the crossflow instability predicted by the stability analysis [2] . The DRE configurations investigated are listed in Table 2 . Typically, one DRE configuration was applied across the entire span of the model, although later in the test some combinations along different parts of the span were investigated. After the dots were applied, the leading edge was carefully wiped down with alcohol to remove any excess marks, fingerprints, or other debris. A close-up of installed DREs with a millimeter scale for reference is shown in Figure 41 .
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Design and Testing of a 30-Degree Sweep Laminar Flow Wing for a High-Altitude Long-Endurance Aircraft (Figure 31) was observed with the introduction of DRE-1. Some advance of transition appeared inboard with DRE-2, as was expected, but there was no obvious change outboard. One qualitative difference between these sublimation results and those from tests performed on other models at ASU was the absence of a sawtooth appearance at the aft edge of the naphthalene. . Whereas the sublimation suggested the application of DRE-2 advanced transition to 50% chord from the 65% chord baseline value, the shear stresses from the oil films show no transition forward of at least 65%, even with the double-thickness DRE-2 modification. Because of some of the problems encountered with the sublimation technique, greater faith is placed in the values from the oil film technique. Again, the control DREs did not delay transition, so the 72% chord transition for natural laminar flow was preserved at 69% aircraft semispan.
The 0.010" thick razor blades used to create the Stanton gages were too thick for laminar skin friction calculations, so they were used qualitatively to assess whether the flow was laminar or turbulent on only a handful of runs, all of which had the DRE-5 pattern. Pressure differentials measured were too small for turbulent flow at the upstream locations tested, so laminar flow was concluded as indicated in the figure.
In Figure 46 , results for the DRE configurations at Mylar strip D are added to the baseline results from Figure 40 . Again, the oil film results are favoured over those from the sublimation, so there is no conclusive evidence to support that the DREs had any effect on transition at 65% aircraft semispan. Laminar flow extended to somewhere around 65% to 70% chord.
Despite careful application, cleaning, and polishing, the DREs did not perform as anticipated. The results suggest that there is more to be learned regarding the interaction of the DREs and the boundary layer. Unfortunately, time did not allow for an extended investigation. All testing was limited to 9 ½ days due to facility demands from other projects. 
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CONCLUSIONS
High-order computational analysis indicated that extensive laminar flow was not incompatible with a 30° sweep flying wing SensorCraft point design featuring many real-world constraints and promising significant endurance. The "equivalent wing" approach for the wind tunnel test successfully compensated for the Mach number reduction required for a relatively inexpensive test.
The need for CFD modeling of the article in the wind tunnel was demonstrated during this design process, because the wind tunnel appeared to amplify many effects which appear small in a free-air analysis. Hence, the predicted pressures for the model differed slightly more from the full-scale target values than they otherwise would have, but were close enough to promote similar extents of laminar flow. Correlation between the experimental pressures and the predictions was very good. The computational approach to wall liner design was successful, and the reduction in size compared to traditional liners supported rapid execution of the test matrix.
A model with significant twist was designed and manufactured to specified tolerances. The design, calibration, and preparation of the wind tunnel was adequate to support the experiment.
The extent of natural laminar flow demonstrated throughout this wind tunnel test was significant, and verified with multiple measurement methods. Laminar flow to 55% chord was observed on the upper surface, while ranging from about 70% chord inboard to 90% chord outboard on the model's lower surface. The experimental results were generally a bit more favourable than the pre-test model predictions which assumed a standard day. They were consistent with SensorCraft performance assumptions (45% chord upper outboard transition, 75% chord lower outboard transition) used for the endurance estimates and illustrated in Figure 47 .
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So the goal of demonstrating and assessing laminar flow effects on a model exhibiting similar local lift, pitching moment, and boundary layer characteristics as a portion of the wing designed to meet the SensorCraft midmission requirements was achieved. The success of these activities encourages pursuit of a multipoint design. 
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